
May Might

Name: Date: __/__/20__

She ___________ other aims for you.1. (have)may have

____________ here by the window in this big chair?2. (I/sit/?)May I sit

Others _______________ this for me.3. (not/know)may not know

_________________ as loud as we like?4. (we/not/talk/?)Mayn't we talk

He wished that she ___________ indeed mad.5. (be)might be

He was not as bad as you ______________.6. (think)might think

Though it ______________ the Germans in the long run, it renders it all the
more obvious that they are a foe that can be overcome only by the force of
overwhelming numbers of men and guns.

7.

(not/pay)

may not pay

Nature _____________ always polite, but she is always truthful.8. (not/be)may not be

____________ from you the details?9. (I/ask/?)May I ask

They _____________ at home in any place in America.10. (feel)might feel

And, Ben, you ________________ so, but that little boy represents the
spirit of the whole country.
11.

(not/think)
may not think

And, if a man does not believe, ______________________ him?12.
(how/you/believe/?)

how may you believe

No more would she starve for want of love, and watch the nights throb
and ache, as last night had throbbed and ached, with the passion that she
____________________.

13.

(not/satisfy)might not satisfy

He asked himself whether this Ida _______________ some poor relation
of Madame Jules, and that strange rendezvous, which he had witnessed by
chance, the mere necessity of a charitable effort.

14.

(not/be)

might not be
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Who can tell now whether these commentaries ________________ a
great help to woman's emancipation from old superstitions which have barred
its way?

15.

(not/prove)

may not prove

_____________ him the truth, Madame?16. (I/tell/?)May I tell

We ___________ it-we may not.17. (show)may show

In some cases it _____________ first.18. (appear)may appear

You _________________ to-if you knew.19. (not/want)might not want

Still, we ___________ a few.20. (sell)may sell
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